
Nuclear Medicine: Quality Contro1 Equiplnent

PET Emission Phantom SPECT Phantom
acc NEMA Ⅲ I2 —2001 acc IEC 61675-2
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Features

歡 Simulates realistic conditions by utilizing

a body— shaped ac‘ ylic vesse1

鋪 Includes a cover with six spherical inserts and

an absolber

歆 Inserts can be 且1led and emptied flolli1 outside

徽 Colnplies with Section 7 of NEMA NU2— 2001

The PET EInission Phantom L981606 colnplies with the

phantom design of the NEMA standard NU2— 2001 ● The

phantom is described in Section 7 “工Inage qualiη  accu—

racy of attenuation and scatter corrections. ’’
 
工t has the

same asylnmetric shape as the CEC and the IEC body

phantoΠl and siHlulates the human body in the range of

thorax and abdomen. A circ1그 lar cover with six Inounted,

hollow glass spheres conlpletes the phantolli1. The inner

active dialneters ofthe spheres are 10 mm, 13 mm, 17 mm,

22 mm, 28 mlrl and 37 Π1m and the wa11 thickness is

approx●  1 nlln●  The hollow spheres can be F11led with water

for cold lesion ilnaging and with 18F for hot lesion ilnag—

ing● They can be F11led or elnptied easily from outside with

the help of a syringe˚  To simulate the atten1】 ation of a

lung, a cylindrical insert of 50 mm outside diameter is

attached to the center of the cover with hollow spheres.

ordering 工nformatlon

L981606 PET emission phantolrl,

complete set acc NEMA NU2 —200 1

optlon

L522020 Storage and carlying case
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Features

鎬 Includes a head phantoΠ1 with 200 InH1 outside diaΠ leter

踐' Includes a cover to insert point and line sources

蛔 Inserts can be Fllled and eΠ1ptied floII1 outside

胡 Complies with IEC 61675-2

The SPECT emission phantoln is an aclylic cylinder of

200 InH1 outside dianleter and an active length of 190 Inm.

It simulates the head and can be supplied with a circular

cover to insert point and line s01그 rces. The sources are

intro duced via three thin wall aclylic tubes of 7 Inln dialn—

eter that are placed in the center and at distances of

45 mHl and 90 Inm frolrl the center. If the tubes are not in

use, they can be Fllled with scattering materia1. There are

three point source holders of lengths 100 InH1, 120 mH1

and 140 HIIn for placing sHla11 point sources at their tips●

The line so1】rce is a glass capillary with l II1Π 1 diameter,

which is 且1led by a syringe.

ordering Inforlnat묘on

L981607 SPECT errlission phantoln,

COIlilplete set acc IEC 61675-2

opt요on

L522020 Storage and caryying case
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